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Dark Matter Annihilation and Indirect Detection



Anything You Can Do, I Can Do (Slightly) Better



AntiNuclei: A Clean Search Strategy

Antinuclei carry away a significant fraction of the 
total momentum in a particle collision. 

Astrophysical Antinuclei - Most be moving 
relativistically! 

Dark Matter Antinuclei - Can be slow! 

Donato et al. (1999; hep-ph/9904481)

Fornengo et al. (2017; 1306.4171)



Poulin et al. (2018; 1808.08961)

Korsmeier (2017; 1711.08465)

Antihelium background even cleaner than antideuterons 

But the flux is supposed to be much smaller. 

AntiNuclei: A Clean Search Strategy



Tentative Evidence for Antinuclei



slide from Sam Ting (La Palma Conference, April 9 2018)









R ∝ p3(A−1)
0



Key Insight - Coalescence Momentum for Antihelium Should Be Larger

Shukla et al. (2006.12707)



A New Method for Producing Antihelium



A Standard Model Resonance to Enhance Antihelium

From: Martin Winkler 

Previous analyses have missed the 
(potentially) dominant contribution to 
anti-Helium production. 

Lambda_b antibaryon has correct 
parameters to produce anti helium: 

- Antibaryon number of 1 
- Mass: 5.6 GeV (pbar, nbar, pbar, p, p) 



Can produce a significant 
enhancement of the total anti 
helium flux. 

Moreover, the enhancement is at 
high-energies - producing an 
observable spectral feature. 

Winkler & Linden (2020; 2020.16251)

A New Method for Producing Antihelium





Lund String Model vs. HERWIG Cluster Model

Two diquarks must be produced from vacuum to produce baryon number -3 

- Lund String Model: Can be produced at every factorization step due 
to string breaking 

- HERWIG Cluster Model: Only quark/anti-quark pairs are initially 
created. 

-



Can We Find this At Particle Accelerators?
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The ITS2 run of ALICE is unlikely to 
be able to detect the signal, but may 
provide a hint if the antihelium 
production rate is near the upper 
limits of our predictions. 



Can We Find this At Particle Accelerators?

Current observations are not 
sensitive to this offset 

The ITS2 run of ALICE is unlikely to 
be able to detect the signal, but may 
provide a hint if the antihelium 
production rate is near the upper 
limits of our predictions. 

The upcoming ITS3 experiment from 
ALICE will be able to differentiate 
the Lambda_b channel for anti 
helium creation. 



Problem: Are We Actually Observing Antihelium 4?



Cannot Enhance Antihelium-4 with Λb

From: Martin Winkler 

 antibaryon has correct parameters to 
produce anti helium: 

- Antibaryon number of 1 
- Mass: 5.6 GeV (pbar, nbar, pbar, p, p) 

Λb

Too light to produce antihelium-4! 



Conclusions

These are non-standard approaches. Even if dark matter is a WIMP, 
it may not produce antihelium. 

However, if antihelium is detected, these are among the most 
reasonable methods for producing such an exotic particle. 

All of these avenues are experimentally testable with upcoming 
colliders. 


